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Overview
● Goal: provide foster coordinators with information to
best support and retain foster caregivers during this
challenging time
○ We’ll provide…
■ What the research says about engaging fosters and
reducing turnover
■ Specific examples from organizations about how this
looks in practice
● 5 topics + Q&A
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1. Tackling an Influx of Foster Applications

● Auto-reply with
an overview
● Create a waiting
list and let them
know where they
are in it
● Let them know
about other
needs while they
wait
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1. Tackling an Influx of Foster Applications

● Communication is essential with waiting lists
○ Research shows that we are willing to wait much longer if
we know we are still top of mind
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2. The Importance of Training
● Results from large-scale foster caregiver survey show that
providing training is key for foster retention
○ < 20% of respondents strongly agreed that they had received
adequate training on basic topics
● Most important training topics (according to survey results):
○ Basic handling and behavioral issues
○ Basic healthcare/medical issues
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2. The Importance of Training
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2. The Importance of Training
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2. The Importance of Training
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3. Recognition

● Recognition is a key buffer against foster turnover
○ “A simple thank you when fostering is done would go a long
way” -- common response from foster caregiver survey
○ Research shows that the type of recognition is not as
important, just so long as it’s given
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3. Recognition
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4. Foster Teams: Team Sweet Jane
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4. Foster Teams

Team Coordinator
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Reserve
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Enrichment
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Marketing/Social
Media

Etc.
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4. Foster Teams: The Continuum

Putting a
Paw in the
Water
Creating an
environment where
teams can form
organically

Teaming
“Lite”

Leading the
Pack
Assembling the
team yourself
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4. Foster Teams: Putting a Paw in the Water
● Host social gatherings for
fosters
● Create a Facebook group
where fosters can get to
know one another
● Let fosters know they can
network to find coverage
for their fosters
● Posts in group
● Blurb in foster manual, in
welcome email, etc.
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4. Foster Teams: Teaming “Lite”
● In training material,
explain what foster teams
are and encourage their
formation
● Ask expert fosters &
volunteers to be available
for specific team tasks
● Create a list of expert
fosters to add to your
foster manual, Facebook
group or resource page
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4. Foster Teams: Leading the Pack
● Create teams for specific
types of pets: cats with
ringworm, puppies with
parvo, etc.
● Encourage friendly
competition between
teams
● Host events where you
can introduce
experienced fosters in a
group setting
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4. Foster Teams
● Reactions from fosters about the team concept are
overwhelmingly positive

○ Foster teams can provide support/make fosters feel “less alone”
○ Teams can work well for difficult-to-place-animals
○ Opportunity to contribute even if you can’t have an animal in
your home
○ Diffuses responsibility/spreads the load
○ Could reduce burnout
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5. Foster Assessment System Tool (FAST-15)

https://www.maddiesfund.org/fast-15.htm
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FAST-15 More Info
●
●

https://www.maddiesfund.org/fast-15-faqs.htm
https://www.maddiesfund.org/assets/research/FAST-15-Foster-Questions.pdf
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Q&A
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